
Aircraft Performance  
Monitoring at Wizz Air

Jaime Romero Waldhorn, Fuel Efficiency Manager at Wizz Air shares Wizz Air’s experience  
of using an advanced aircraft performance monitoring solution to increase efficiency
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Many fuel efficiency initiatives are dependent on the accuracy of flight 
planning and Flight Management System predictions. The accuracy of 
these systems depends on aircraft performance deterioration level 
which indicates by how much actual aircraft fuel consumption differs 

from its baseline model at any given point in time.
Every aircraft has different in-flight performance. Differences originate mainly 

from engine deterioration, but also from maintenance quality, installation of 
performance improvement packages or just the manufacturer’s production quality. 
Accurate monitoring and application of performance deterioration factors enable 
these differences to be turned into emission savings.

To understand how it works, let’s start with some facts. For each aircraft type, 
manufacturers publish associated performance models. These models play a 
fundamental role in Flight Planning and Flight Path optimization. They are being 
used in:
• Flight Planning System:

• Calculation of OFP (Operational Flight Plan) fuel figures;
• Calculation of the lowest cost trajectory. 

• Flight Management System:
• Calculation of economic speed;
• Calculation of Optimum Flight Level;
• Calculation of FMS descent path (for Airbus aircraft known as IDLE factor);
• Calculation of FMS fuel figures (EFOB).

Performance models are built for each given aircraft type. As every aircraft in the 
fleet burns a different amount of fuel, we need a way to represent the 
performance of each tail. This is done through the use of Aircraft Performance 

Monitoring (APM), by adjusting individual  aircraft performance models using 
actual observations. As a result, Flight Planning and FMS predictions are more 
precise. Increased precision translates directly into emission savings. Regarding 
OFP fuel figures, savings are also indirect as more accurate fuel figures translate 
into less overburns — less flights in which actual fuel burn was higher than 
planned. This increases pilots’ trust in the planned fuel figures and thus they tend 
to take less extra fuel on board. Summing up, safe overburns (underburns) are 
key in the reduction of captain’s discretionary fuel. 

APM output is also used in Aircraft Information Management Systems for the 
purpose of supporting tail-assignment. Until 2019 Wizz Air Flight Operations 
followed a legacy APM process, which required significant manual workload and in 
which precision was far from ideal. We spent most of the time preparing and 
processing the data, with not much time left for analyzing trends or results and the 
impact they had for our operations.

“Every aircraft has different in-flight performance. 
Differences originate mainly from engine deterioration, 
but also from maintenance quality, installation of 
performance improvement packages or just the 
manufacturer’s production quality.”
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Another drawback was that the updating of performance factors took place 
every month or quarter depending on standard deviation of results. Such lengthy 
intervals result in fuel penalties related to planning too much fuel until the new 
performance factor is available (for example the fuel burn of an aircraft might 
significantly decrease due to an engine change). As a result, in order to cater for 
cases where large differences in deterioration occurred, there was no other way 
than to apply a rounding-up policy. Otherwise, aircraft could fly for extended 
periods with a too low performance factor. 

In 2019 Wizz Air established a long-term cooperation with StorkJet, which 
supports airlines in aircraft performance monitoring and fuel efficiency 
optimization. Their solution named ‘AdvancedAPM’ resolves the issues described 
above and fits much better into Wizz Air’s vision.  With help of Advanced-APM, 
Wizz Air performance monitoring process is now:
• Fully automatic, requiring only analytical workload on the Flight Ops side;
• Precise, with daily resolution and low scatter of the results;
• Independent from aircraft and engine manufacturers; 
• Includes all flight phases;
• Much more advanced — including over 60 charts related to aircraft 

performance and diagnostics aspects;
• Includes IDLE factor.
Instead of obsolete ACMS reports, AdvancedAPM uses wireless QAR (Quick 
Access Recorder) data which records ~20x more flight data at higher precision 
and frequency. A proof-of-concept performed on historical data indicated 
significant improvements in monitoring precision. Increased resolution and level 
of precision connected with diagnostics data enabled us to more accurately 
identify what was the root cause of performance deterioration. In some cases, 
maintenance actions were performed, recovering some aircraft performance.

The example below (Figure 1) presents total deterioration (blue line), airframe 
deterioration (orange line) and both engines deterioration (green line) over time.  
In September 2019 Wizz Air changed both engines, which resulted in decreasing 
engine deterioration from 2% to 0.7% and total deterioration from 3.5% to 2.4%. 
With daily resolution we are able to see the change in performance just after the 
maintenance action.

INTERACTIVE Click here for full product details

FuelPro is a fuel efficiency platform powered by AI to 
help airlines optimize flight operations and build up 

a positive fuel efficiency ecosystem.

TAKE TO THE SKIES WITH FUELPRO AND 
 REDUCE UP TO 4% OF YOUR TOTAL FUEL COST

info@storkjet.com+48 600 800 528www.storkjet.com

Benefit from dedicated fuel 
expert guidance

Create any chart, report 
or dashboard

Save on +44 fuel initiatives

Involve pilots with detailed 
feedback and intuitive manuals

“Until 2019 Wizz Air Flight Operations followed a legacy 
APM process, which required significant manual 
workload and in which precision was far from ideal.”

https://www.aircraftit.com/vendors/storkjet/?area=ops
https://www.storkjet.com
mailto:info%40storkjet.com?subject=Enquiry%20via%20Aircraft%20IT%20Ops
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Figure 1

On another example (Figure 2) we can see that total deterioration (blue line) 
increased from 2,7% to 3,6%.

Figure 2

Looking into the details, it turned out that the increased degradation was caused 
by a sudden jump in engine 2 deterioration (figure 3).

Figure 3

AdvancedAPM also offers a diagnostics module, which is helpful in independent 
monitoring of engine performance after a shop visit or other maintenance 
actions. The example below (Figures 4 and 5) shows one of the PW-1127GA shop 
visits. The correlation between EGT (Exhaust Gas Temperature) and Engine 
deterioration is clearly visible.



INTERACTIVE GIVE US YOUR OPINION
CLICK HERE TO POST YOUR COMMENT

INTERACTIVE SUBSCRIBE HERE
CLICK HERE TO READ ALL FUTURE EDITIONS
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Such changes are immediately picked up by AdvancedAPM. With automatic 
alerting, Wizz Air can immediately react to increased degradation and work on 
corrective actions. The software gives us the possibility to monitor over 60 
engine and airframe parameters related to aircraft performance (deflection of 
ailerons, spoiler, elevator, divergence of N1 or TAT/CAS and much more). 

Wizz Air also applies advancedAPM IDLE Factors for accurate computation of 
the FMS descent profiles. The aim of the IDLE factor is to adjust the FMS 
performance model such that the actual descent can be performed at IDLE thrust 
from Top of Descent until final approach. IDLE factors are especially important on 
descents to low congestion airports. 

 
Figure 6

What is more, StorkJet provided Wizz Air with a study describing Descent 
Profile Optimization which clearly indicated saving potential and all the 
correlations that might have impact on savings.

Summing up, actual aircraft performance is the key in flight path optimization, 
reduction of overburns and proper fleet assignment. With AdvancedAPM Wizz 
Air’s analytical team can focus on data analysis instead of data processing. All of 
that results in fuel savings and reduction of CO2 emissions.

JAIME ROMERO WALDHORN
Jaime Romero Waldhorn, Fuel Efficiency Manager at Wizz Air. He has a master’s 
degree in Traffic and Transport from the TU Darmstadt in Germany and over eight 
years of experience in the airline industry. Since 2018 he has been part of Wizz Air 
and starting in 2020, he joined the Flight Operations team, being in charge of 

introducing and monitoring fuel efficiency initiatives

WIZZ AIR
Wizz Air is a European ultra-low-cost (ULC) airline with its head office 
in Budapest. The airline serves many cities across Europe, as well as 
some destinations in North Africa and the Middle East. With over 130 
aircraft across several types from the Airbus A320 family, it currently 

serves 70 destinations in 44 countries.

STORKJET
StorkJet is the expert in aircraft performance and fuel efficiency based 
on real flight data, supporting airlines through revealing new saving 
potentials and optimizing flight operations. Airlines use StorkJet’s 

software to track over 30 fuel initiatives, monitor the performance of each aircraft in the 
fleet and engage pilots to be more eco-friendly.
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